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FALCONS TAke ON YpSiLANTi puppy loVe
The BG football team plays the Easter Michigan 
University Eagles on Saturday in a must-win 
game with two weeks remaining in the regular 
season. The Falcons currently hold their own fate 
in the MAC Championship outlook | pAGe 5
Columnist Paul Mckenzie talks about 
some of the most lovable members of 
the family — dogs, and their impacts 
on their family’s lives and the memo-
ries they leave. | pAGe 4
Caylin shaw
sophomore, Health Care Administration
WHAT do you THINk presIdeNT mAzey sHould 





Friday is the 50th anniversary of the assassination of the 35th 
President of the United States, John F. Kennedy. Check out a photo 
album of The BG News’ coverage of the assassination 50 years ago 
on BGNeWS.com.
Questions raised about puppy 
mill practices, Toledo pet store
The Family Puppy at Franklin Park Mall defends source, welfare of its animals
emIly reITH | THE BG NEWS
JeNN BOYd works on her novel with the support of University students who share similar goals.
See MAZeY | Page 7
See pUppY | Page 2 See SiBLiNG | Page 2
Students will be showing off their style this 
Saturday at the Black Student Union’s annual 
fashion show.
Kevin Lewis, president of BSU, said the orga-
nization tries to balance being both a political and 
social organization. The fashion show, he said, is a 
good example of the social aspect.
“The fashion show kind of gives an outlet for 
students to dress up how they want to dress up,” 
Lewis said. 
Lewis said the fashion show is going to be 
divided into four different “scenes,” with each 
showcasing a different subculture in the black 
community. 
“It’s not that you’re just looking at clothing,” 
Lewis said. “You’re really exploring how many dif-
ferent faces that you can have throughout the day.”
The fashion show will be hosted in room 101 of 
the Union at 8 p.m. Saturday.
By Danae King
Editor-in-Chief
Since coming to the University two and a half 
years ago, University President Mary Ellen Mazey 
has tried to unify the campus, build the University 
and listen to students, faculty and staff.
“I just think it’s so important to reach out and 
make sure you listen,” Mazey said. “I think what 
young people need today is that personal attention.”
Mazey, the 11th University president, is approach-
ing the halfway point in her contract with the 
University, but she believes the accomplishments 
made during her tenure are not hers alone.
“It’s not my accomplishments, it’s not one per-
son,” she said. “It’s not what I can do, it’s what I can 
get everyone else to do with us.”
Among the University’s accomplishments in 
Mazey’s almost two and a half years as president 
are the faculty contract negotiations, construc-
tion of the Falcon Health Center, re-accreditation, 
THEpresident 
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11th University President Mary Ellen Mazey reflects, approaches halfway point
CAMpUS
brief
BSU fashion show to 
depict black culture 
through clothing
Local writer types way to goal for National Novel Writing Month
See NANO | Page 7
By Kendra Clark
In Focus Editor
Senior Jeffrey Beverick doesn’t 
know what his life would have 
been like without his half-sister.
“She is important to me, we 
are each other’s best [friend],” 
he said. “We benefitted from 
having each other.”
Beverick shares a mother with 
his sister and can relate to a new 
study by Karen Guzzo, assis-
tant professor in sociology for 
the University, and Cassandra 
Dorius, assistant professor at 
Iowa State University.
Study shows some with half-
siblings turn to drugs, sex
By Jodi Abazoski
Reporter
Bowling Green resident, Jenn 
Boyd has written nearly 68,000 
words this month.
Boyd is participating in a 
movement for writers through 
NaNoWriMo, or National Novel 
Writing Month. 
Writers are encouraged to 
start their novels, with a goal 
of completing 50,000 words in 
November. Boyd finished 15,000 
words on her first day.
The group has been around 
since 1999, and famous nov-
els like “Water for Elephants” 
started at one of NaNoWriMo’s 
“write-ins,” said Liz Tousey, the 
Toledo NaNo municipal liaison.
Write-ins are set up to give 
people all across the nation a 
place to write, with Bowling 
Green’s official write-in being 
hosted at Grounds for Thought, 
and one of the Toledo region’s 
write-ins hosted at Jerome. 
Serving as support and compan-
ionship to Boyd, three students 
are working on novels.
This is Boyd’s eighth time doing 
NaNoWriMo, but it’s the first time 
she has met the word count.
“I took [writing] a little more 
seriously,” Boyd said. “This 
year I started coming [to write-
ins], and it makes me feel more 
accountable to other people, 
which is good motivation.”
Tousey said this is the first 
time there has been a write-in 
hosted at the University, and 







A Toledo-area pet store has been 
receiving controversy from an ani-
mal-rights group who claims the 
store gets its dogs from substandard 
puppy mills.
The Family Puppy, the seller in 
question, is a family-owned pet store 
based out of Michigan. It special-
izes in selling dogs, and it recently 
opened a store at Franklin Park Mall 
in Toledo.
Pam Sordyl, who started Puppy 
Mill Awareness of Southeast 
Michigan, started a campaign 
against The Family Puppy after a 
location opened in her hometown of 
Flint, Mich.
“We didn’t want a new puppy 
store when we’re trying to shut them 
down,” Sordyl said.
John Stottele, owner of The Family 
Puppy, said his breeders are regulat-
ed by the United States Department 
of Agriculture in accordance with 
the Animal Welfare Act.
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Check out the full interactive blotter map at BGNEWS.COM
CORRECTION
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors. If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News 
at 419-372-6966.
The study researched 
the effects half-siblings 
have on the older child 
who experienced a paren-
tal change.
The data was collected by 
the National Longitudinal 
Study of Youth which sur-
veyed women ages 14 to 
21 in 1979 and followed 
them every two years up 
until now, Guzzo said. The 
survey had roughly 1,600 
participants.
Guzzo and Dorius com-
pared children that had 
half-siblings to others that 
didn’t. They wanted to 
find a measure of sorts for 
problematic behavior, so 
they picked two traits. One 
was the use of drugs and 
the other was having sex 
before the age of 15. 
“Our initial expectation 
on this was that we didn’t 
think it would be so bad for 
kids, more ... the change of 
family dynamics,” Guzzo 
said. “We didn’t think that 
personally if you have a 
half-sibling you’re bad, 
it’s just that you’ve gone 
through all these different 
family structure changes 
and that would be respon-
sible for any negative 
effects that we would see.”
The results they found 
were someone who has 
a half-sibling is about 65 
percent more likely to 
have used drugs and 150 
percent more likely to 
have had sex before the 
age of 15.
A lt houg h Bever ick’s 
sister, who is eight years 
older t ha n him, has 
experienced some of the 
hardships when it comes 
to a change of parental 
units, she didn’t turn to 
t he problematic tra its 
Guzzo and Dorius were 
looking for.
“From the time my sis-
ter was three, my father 
raised her,” he said. “Her 
father was never there for 
her. I know that she loved 
my father, but she had 
a hard time listening to 
him because she knew he 
wasn’t her real father. He 
loved her but couldn’t fill 
that hole.”
Dorius was surprised by 
the results she found with 
Guzzo.
“I was surprised at how 
robust and how strong the 
results were,” she said. 
“We looked at other fac-
tors and couldn’t take away 
the effects of having a half-
sibling. The findings them-
selves I anticipated.”
Beverick believes the 
tendency to do drugs or 
have sex at an early age 
could come from a variety 
of reasons.
“It could depend on how 
they were raised or the 
community they lived in,” 
he said. “Also the people 
they are around in school 
could affect them too.”
S e n i o r  L i n d s e y 
Landversicht has a 
younger half-sister and 
she agrees with Beverick 
about school.
“It depends on the peo-
ple you hang out with 
rather than having a sib-
ling,” she said. 
Landversicht experi-
enced the full effects of 
her parents going through 
a divorce and didn’t turn 
to the problematic traits 
suggested by the study.
“It must depend on the 
children, but I think it’s 
the friends that are the 
true inf luences,” she said. 
WED., NOV. 20 
2:29 P.M.
Complainant reported 
that sometime during the 
night an unknown person 
entered an unlocked home 
and stole a purse within 
the 800 block of Third St. 
4:38 P.M.
Andrew N. Dean, 26, of 
Bowling Green, was arrest-
ed for theft/shoplifting and 
obstructing official busi-
ness within the 2100 block 
of E. Wooster St. 
11:11 P.M.
Complainant reported that 
while she was working, an 
unknown person scratched 
her vehicle within the 
1000 block of S. Main St. 
Estimated damage is $200. 
11:55 P.M.
Elizabeth Nicole Barton, 
23, of Walbridge, Ohio, 
was cited for possession 
of marijuana and posses-
sion of drug paraphernalia 
near Wintergarden lodge. 
Arielle Elaine Ward, 26, of 
Fostoria, Ohio, was cited 
for open container.
SIBLING
 From Page 1
PUPPY
 From Page 1
SavING aNIMaLS from Violence and Exploitation protests The Family Puppy for purchasing its dogs from puppy mills.
MEMBERS Of S.A.V.E join Toledo Animal Advocates to protest The Family Puppy opening at Westfield Mall in Toledo. The protest took place Sunday, Oct. 20.
LINDSAY RODIER | THE BG NEWS
LINDSAY RODIER | THE BG NEWS
“Our initial 
expectation on this 
was that we didn’t 
think it would be so 
bad for kids.”
Karen Guzzo | Professor
Tanya Espinosa, a Public 
Affairs Specialist with the 
USDA, said breeders who 
have at least five breeding 
females and sell the off-
spring to buyers, who don’t 
see the breeding facility, 
are required to get a sellers’ 
license which makes them 
subject to USDA inspection.
Stottele said he picks his 
breeders carefully.
“We decided we needed to 
go on a hunt for better breed-
ers,” Stottele said. “We want-
ed to go see and find the best 
of the best.”
Stottele said he eventually 
came upon around 20 Amish 
breeders in Northern Indiana, 
five of whom he chose to work 
with. He said he then helped 
those five breeders improve 
conditions in their operations.
“We visited breeders, we 
helped them design their ken-
nels,” Stottele said. “We helped 
them learn how to care for the 
dogs in the very best way.”
A blog made by Sordyl 
claims 14 of The Family 
Puppy’s 16 primary breed-
ers have had violations of the 
Animal Welfare Act in the 
past few years.
Stottele said the violations 
animal activists cite are “indi-
rect violations,” rather than 
direct violations. Espinosa 
said indirect violations deal 
with maintenance of the 
breeding facility itself, as 
well as minor animal welfare 
problems, such as an animal 
that has not seen a veterinar-
ian in a certain amount of 
time, or that does not have 
updated paperwork. Direct 
violations deal with problems 
that are directly affecting an 
animal’s well-being.
Sordyl said a seller should 
not receive dogs from a breed-
er that has any violations.
“I feel that [a] store 
shouldn’t have any violations 
of care,” Sordyl said. “Direct 
or indirect.” 
When asked for the names 
of his breeders, Stottele 
declined, citing a desire to pro-
tect the privacy of his breeders 
from media attention.
Sordyl said it is the lack 
of transparency that makes 
her wary.
“The important thing is, 
if families cannot see the 
parents, they shouldn’t buy 
the dog,” Sordyl said. “You 
could be contributing to 
animal cruelty.”
Freshman Alex Ryan 
shares Sordyl’s wariness, and 
said she would rather get a 
puppy from a shelter, and 
would be nervous about get-
ting a puppy from a pet store.
“No one really knows 
where you get the puppies 
from anyway,” Ryan said. 
“That’s why I would be ner-
vous about it.”
Brandon Young, the man-
ager of The Family Puppy at 
Franklin Park Mall, said all its 
puppies continually get care 
after they reach the store.
“We have a vet who travels 
to all the kennels and does 
things like teeth cleaning, 
check ups, etc.,” Young said. 
“We are working on [a veteri-
narian just for this store].”
The conditions in a store 
can be good, Sordyl said, but 
that does not mean the origi-
nal source is reputable.
“It’s easy for families to go 
to a store and see the con-
dition of the store is great,” 
Sordyl said. “But they don’t 
see the kennel.”
Stottele said both he and 
the activists have the same 
goal: to get rid of bad breeders.




Guys don’t shave for a 
month? 
Check out a video 
about No Shave No-
vember on BGNews.
com
Follow us at @The_BG_News
This summer I was accepted as a 
recipient of the Stuart R. Givens 
Memorial Fellowship Grant, 
which funded an opportunity to 
intern in an art gallery in New 
York City this past summer. 
While there, I interviewed sev-
eral people working in New York 
in varying creative professions.
Amanda Browder is a fine art-
ist living and working in New 
York City. She is also one of the 
founders of “Bad at Sports,” a 
well known podcast about con-
temporary art, and taught at the 
Art Institute of Chicago prior to 
moving to the city. Some of her 
recent installation work using 
textiles and ‘community sewing 
days’ can be found goodmorn-
ingproject2013.tumblr.com, and 
more of her work and shows at 
amandabrowder.com
Question: Where did you 
go to college, and what 
was that experience like?
Answer: [Well] I grew up in 
Missoula, Montana. I was always 
the confused child moving to 
the new place, so I went to Beloit 
College for my undergradu-
ate … Nobody really trained 
me on how to apply for [grad] 
schools, I didn’t go visit any 
places because I couldn’t afford 
it, and [University of Wisconsin-
Madison] was close. My profes-
sor knows that professor, so I 
applied and got in, which was 
great. And it ended up being an 
amazing school. 
I didn’t know what to expect, 
had no clue. But they were a 
teaching university so I got a 
teacher’s assistant position for 
two years and ended up paying 
for two thirds of my degree. I 
have no debt because of it, which 
is [really] amazing, plus I got all 
of this teaching under my belt, 
which was unbelievable. Then I 
got a job teaching for the Art 
Institute for Chicago right out of 
grad school. So I was 24 when I 
started teaching, which is [real-
ly] insane. Thank God I’m tall, 
because all of my TA’s were older 
than me, and they were wearing 
suits when they walked in, and I 
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a video of people at the 




Changes to meals may benefit individuals
Columnist interviews artist, 
founder of ‘Bad at Sports’ podcast“RESonaTE/dESPERaTE” 
Album | Grade: A +
MEDIA 
reviews
By STaTE faULTS 
Social media impacts communication
By William Channell
Pulse Critic
On its Bandcamp website, State 
Faults tagged the phrase “real 
screamo.”
While this might seem bold or 
even pretentious to some, it’s not 
far from true.
State Faults remind me of turn-
of-the-century screamo acts like 
On the Might of Princes or Blood 
Brothers, but it is grounded in the 
90s post-hardcore/emo revival 
that is so common these days.
“Resonate/Desperate” isn’t 
really either of those things, 
though. The album, like so many 
before it, deals with general teen-
age and early 20s angst, but does 
so in a more coherent, poetic 
way than albums produced by 
many of State Faults’ peers, not to 
mention in a less cliché way. You 
can’t pretend that pretty much 
everything on this album hasn’t 
been covered before, but there’s 
something different about it. The 
execution is truly original.
The first thing that struck me 
about the album was how win-
tery it feels. Maybe it’s because 
of the somber lyrics, but the tone 
of the album is cold and mono-
lithic. The music is glacial; lis-
tening to it during these transi-
tional months going into winter 
feels right. I almost get chills 
listening to it.
Lyrically, the album is a pret-
ty large bummer. Whether it’s 
the pondering of mortality in 
“Ultima” or the sad disconnect 
of “Luminaria,” the album con-
tains some of the most heart-
wrenching lyrics I’ve ever heard. 
However, though the lyrics 
themselves are powerful, deliv-
ery is just as important on this 
record. Singer Jonny Andrew 
has by far one of the most pierc-
ing voices I’ve ever heard, and 
it serves the music well. The 
earnestness with which he 
screams, “My life is a desolate 
peak/Life is a lonely disease” 
on the track “Luminaria” will 
likely devastate countless lis-
teners. This is State Faults’ pre-
rogative; to take the listener on 
a depressed emotional journey. 
And they do it very well.
With any genre that has 
such an emphasis on lyrics, it’s 
easy to forget about the music 
itself. To discount the back-
ing music on this album would 
be a shame, because a lot of 
interesting stuff is happen-
ing. The band provides a good 
compliment to the vocals, and 
everything f lows nicely. What 
is really impressive about the 
band is the great ear for melody 
they seem to have. The melodic 
guitar lines on “Diamond Dust” 
and “Wildfires” are simple, but 
extremely beautiful. It’s the 
simpler, more nuanced parts 
of Resonate/Desperate that 
impress, and it’s those parts 
that make the record what it is. 
Before “Resonate/Desperate,” 
State Faults weren’t on my radar 
at all. For the past week, this 
album is nearly all I’ve been lis-
tening to. They’ve really made 
an album with a defined voice 
and aesthetic. With this album, I 
think they really have the poten-
tial to become central part of 




Q&A series 4 of 8
By Brittany Bauer
Pulse Reporter
Social media influences many people each day, serving as 
both a benefit and a drawback when it comes to interacting 
with others.
The large amount of people who use social networks such 
as Facebook and Twitter show that society as a whole sees an 
advantage to social media.
Computer Science professor Joseph Chao said he enjoys 
using social media himself and it is great way to stay in 
touch with people, but people should try not to abuse it. 
Even though Chao admits to seeing advantages with Social 
Media and using it himself, he also said that it could be seen 
as “socially dangerous.”
“People are more comfortable with computers than with 
people,” Chao said.
Senior Lexi Schultz said one way that social media has 
changed face-to-face interaction among others is by the way 
that effective communication has changed throughout time 
and in the way that people tend to know a lot more about 
each other through networks than ever before.
“People would say to me ‘yeah I saw it on Facebook.’ It hap-
pened over and over again and it devalued the conversation,” 
Schultz said. “It has diminished the necessity of talking to 
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Editor
As Thanksgiving approaches, deciding on a 
healthy meal may be a challenge.
Although there are many types of food people 
eat such as turkey, ham, corn and mashed pota-
toes, there are things to think about like the 
amount of food consumption one takes in and 
how to go about the day surrounding the meal 
itself.
Daria Blachowski-Dreyer, associate director of 
operations and wellness, said it’s important to 
stick to three meals a day instead of waiting to 
eat heavily during the holiday feast because it 
can lead to poor choices and over consumption. 
People should “always try to eat some vegetables 
or fruit beforehand.”
“There is no law saying that you have to eat 
everything,” Dreyer said. “Focus on those items 
that you absolutely love and within reason.”
Though staying within reason of the amount 
of food consumption may decline calorie intake, 
there are other alternatives to staying healthy 
during the holiday too.
Instructor in the department of Family and 
Consumer Sciences Carrie Hamady said a few 
other ways people can be mindful in food con-
sumption is to go in another room where there 
isn’t any food, keeping up with their every day 
exercising routine and even bringing their own 
low-calorie food if the feast is going to be at 
another person’s house.
“If you have the whole family together you 
could ask them to go for a walk if the weather 
isn’t too bad,” Hamady said. “Maybe if you have a 
Wii or Kinect, something that is active you could 
even get your whole family involved. I think the 
biggest thing is to be mindful and just pay atten-
tion to everything you eat.”
Freshman Jimmy Cibik said each year his fam-
ily cooks turkey, mashed potatoes and pie and 
then proceeds to walk around the block in the 
neighborhood a few times right after the meal 
together.
“It’s tradition for us to do that long walk after 
eating,” Cibik said. “It’s just so much food to take 
in to not.”
If there aren’t any solutions to think of when 
trying to stay healthy for Thanksgiving, there’s 
always an economical way for comparing calo-
ries as if they were the dollars inside of some-
one’s wallet, Dreyer said.
“Look at holiday meals like you would the 
money in your wallet,” Dreyer said. “You only 
have so many calories you have to spend so you 
want to make the most economical choices.”
a social influence
See COLUMN | Page 8
See SOCIAL | Page 8
Freddie Falcon
Popular social media 
networks
FORUM
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters are generally to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University’s campus or the Bowling 
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer 
pieces between 400 and 700 words. 
These are usually also in response to a 
current issue on the University’s cam-
pus or the Bowling Green area. Two 
submissions per month maximum.
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Letters to the Editor or Guest Columns 
may be published online. Name, year 
and phone number should be included 
for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not
Be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS 
Send submissions as an attachment to 
thenews@bgnews.com with the subject 
line marked “Letter to the Editor” or 
“Guest Column.” All submissions are 
subject to review and editing for length 
and clarity before printing.  The editor 
may change the headlines to submit-
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Big government 
dangerous, not trustworthy 
ChanCe Shoodt
Columnist
Classrooms not place to judge, but to take people as are
Relationships with pets important; lifelong friends
paul mCkenzie
Columnist
Imagine a government that 
did not wage needless wars. 
Imagine a government 
that did not secretly spy 
on its citizens’ private 
conversations and actions. 
Imagine a government 
that did not tell you who 
you could and could not 
marry and spend your life 
with. Imagine a govern-
ment that did not tell you 
what you could do with 
your body. Imagine a 
government that was not 
intrusive, inefficient and 
violent.
It would be a small gov-
ernment indeed.
Without big government, 
who would spend $8.7 bil-
lion every year on mari-
juana prohibition as part of 
a sever drug war?
Without big government, 
who would take money out 
of my paycheck to lock my 
friends and family in jail 
for lighting up?
Oh yes, but let us thank 
big government for the 
wondrous, crumbling, 
pothole-saturated roads. 
Because in a world where 
my four inch cell phone 
captures a video of my 
face and transmits it via 
air-traveling, invisible 
waves [among other paths] 
until it eventually reach-
es another human being 
thousands of miles away 
and in an entirely different 
continent, how could we 
possibly find the means to 
construct a road?
This holiday season, I’m 
thankful for roads and the 
Internet.
Let us not also forget the 
wars our generation has had 
to endure. Loved ones con-
tinue to lose their lives with 
no end of conflict in sight. 
Meanwhile, targeted 
drone strikes continue 
killing innocent civil-
ians, some of which are 
American citizens. Big gov-
ernment coincides with an 
imperialist nation, a nation 
that imposes its will on 
others using the guise of 
creating false security for 
its citizens. 
Big government is vio-
lence, force and war. 
Big government has 
slipped into bed with big 
pharmacy. 
With echoes of “If you 
like your plan, you can 
keep it,” still ringing in our 
ears, tens of millions of 
Americans may lose their 
current coverage. DMV-
esque service is now the 
norm for the healthcare 
of our friends. Despite 
a heaping mountain of 
promises, big government 
continues to fail and f lop. 
Big government is inef-
f icient, detached and 
irresponsible.
Politics are making us 
worse. Our government 
continues to grow while our 
problems do not go away. 
Top-down, unilateral-
ly-planned solutions can 
never coordinate eff i-
ciently enough to solve the 
troubles of our country — 
only local communities 
and private citizens can 
do that. Politics divides 
us, pits us against one 
another and creates con-
f lict where there would 
otherwise be none.
This is the myth of big 
government that is heard 
every election cycle. This 
is the myth that holds big 
government as God and 
savior. As long as we con-
tinue to perpetuate this 
notion, our nation will con-
tinue sinking.
Poverty cannot be voted 
away. Healthcare should 
not be tied to an election. 
Donkeys and elephants 
struggle for power in a 
political circus while 
needless wars, superf lu-
ous drug incarcerations 
and countless other dif-
ficulties plague us.
George Washing ton 
once famously said, 
“Government is not rea-
son, it is not eloquence, it 
is force; like fire, a trou-
blesome servant and a 
fearful master.”
We can no longer rely on 
government to coddle us. 
Detached, selfish and irre-
sponsible bureaucrats are 
either unwilling or unable 
to assist us. Therefore, we 
must assist each other —
independent of the tainted 
political process. We are 
indeed a vast nation with 
extensive problems, but I 
am not pessimistic enough 
to believe it is best left to 
the hands of the fat cats on 
Capitol Hill.
The situation requires 
care, deliberation, under-
standing, compassion 
and perseverance. If we 
stop looking for these out 
of Washington and begin 
searching for them in our-
selves, I think we will be 
surprised at just how much 
we can achieve.
    Respond to Chance at 
        thenews@bgnews.com
This week marks the 
50th anniversary of the 
assassination of President 
Kennedy. It has also been 
a week of many conserva-
tive scandals and foolish-
ness in our nation and of 
all places Canada. 
This is red meat to a 
liberal like me. It’s also 
almost Thanksgiving, but 
that column has been 
done by everyone, includ-
ing me this past year. 
This week, I want to tell 
you about the wonderful 
relationships I have had 
and many of you have 
had. These are the rela-
tionships with our pets.
I have two fur babies, 
[yes, I said it]. 
They are a couple of 
darling little mutts named 
Sadie and Lola. They are 
two years old and they 
are truly treasured in the 
McKenzie household. 
Lola was my wife and 
daughter’s dog and she 
quickly became mine 
too. She needed a buddy 
though and Sadie was 
soon added to the family. 
After some fighting, they 
truly became sisters who 
love, cherish and depend 
on each other. I love them 
with all my heart.
Before my beloved Lola 
and Sadie, there were 
three dogs who captured 
my heart as “my dog.” 
I put it in quotation 
marks because in truth 
all dogs capture my heart; 
they are just not mine. 
Tippy was my dog growing 
up and she was fantastic, 
well-mannered, sweet and 
beautiful. 
After Tippy’s passing 
from cancer, Farina came 
along. Although Farina 
was her name, Rini was 
what she was almost 
always called. 
She was half Boston 
Terrier and half Pit Bull. 
She was the light of our 
house and was my ail-
ing mother’s unbeliev-
ably faithful companion. 
She lived through cancer 
twice before succumbing 
to congestive heart failure 
at 10 years old.
After Tippy died when 
I was a teenager, my 
mom asked me crying if I 
thought pets go to heaven. 
Stupidly and callously I 
said no. 
Not only did I fail to 
comfort my agonized 
mom, I now feel I was 100 
percent wrong. Why would 
our pets not live in the 
Kingdom after their life? I 
believe that our pets only 
want two things out of life: 
to love and be loved. 
That is pure, that is 
good and that is walking 
with God.
This brings us to the 
third in equation; my 
dad’s Beagle Lulu. Lulu 
was adopted when my 
mom was critically ill to 
cheer her up.
My mom only got to 
spend two weeks with 
Lulu, but she loved her 
mightily. My Dad, sister, 
brother and I fell in love 
with her as well. 
She was adopted from 
the Humane Society at 
six weeks old and she 
has been a family staple 
ever since. 
She was there as I 
moved away, as my dad 
became ill, as my sister 
got married; through 
it all. She became my 
niece’s doggie as well; 
as she was born only six 
months after we adopted 
the sweet hound. 
Lulu wanted nothing but 
love and gave her share 
right back.
This past week, my sis-
ter called me in tears. It 
was bad news; Lulu is now 
in terminal renal failure. 
The average beagle lives to 
be 14, but Lulu will most 
likely not make it to eight. 
Soon, it will be time to 
say goodbye to our beloved 
Lulu. This is heartbreak-
ing and depressing. 
She truly is a spectacular 
dog. I cannot think about 
her being gone.
Unlike the 16-year-old 
me, though, I know I will 
see my sweet Lulu again. 
I will also see my sweet 
Tippy and Rini. I now know 
that our pets go to heaven. 
Something so whole-
some and sweet does not 
just die; no, their spirit 
lives on. 
We can learn from our 
pets. As they only want to 
be loved and give love; we 
should follow their beauti-
ful example. That is how 
our spirit will live on too. 
On this Thanksgiving 
break, hug your pets and tell 
them how special they are. 
They will know how you 
feel and that is a beautiful 
thing to behold.                       
 Respond to Paul at 
thenews@bgnews.com
Ever had that one class-
mate you know just thinks 
they are better than every-
one in the room? 
The one that makes it 
obvious that they are too 
good to even be there in 
that class? The one that 
clearly is judging every 
other person’s move?
Well, we all know they 
exist and there is one in 
every class. It may be hard 
to admit it or talk about 
because we do not want 
to make anyone mad, but 
let’s be real, there is always 
that one person who gets 
on our nerves and we just 
want to vent about them. 
This is my vent.
Okay, I get it. You are 
thoroughly involved in the 
topic of the class. Well, I 
am not. 
Do not judge me because 
I am not as interested in 
the class as you are.
You are not better than 
me in any way whatsoever. 
I do not care if you have a 
110 percent in the class. 
Do not think less of me 
for having a lower grade. 
I may seem like an under-
achiever, but that does not 
mean I am. It may be due 
to the fact that I have other 
things going on in my life 
besides this class.
Also, I am not perfect. 
Neither are you. Nobody 
is. So do not think you are 
and do not judge others 
or glare at other people 
because they do some-
thing that is not up to your 
ridiculous standards. So 
what if I have a sneeze 
attack and dropping 
things on the floor? 
That is my business. 
Who are you to look at me 
like I am crazy and annoy-
ing? If I want to be crazy 
and annoying, I will be.
Also, you are not better 
than anyone else because 
you actually get ready for 
class.
If you want to get dressed 
up for class, more power to 
you. But do not look down 
upon me for being a bum 
and wearing the same out-
fit I wore the day before to 
class the next day. 
Contrary to your popu-
lar belief, people who do 
this actually do take show-
ers and have some sort of 
hygiene regiment.
So when I walk into 
class, like the majority 
of other students in the 
room, wearing an over-
sized hoodie and smeared 
makeup with a messy bun, 
it is not because I do not 
care about being clean. 
It is because I generally 
do not give a hoot about 
what others think of me. 
I am not there to impress 
anyone. I am there to learn 
and pass the class.
Finally, you may just 
think I am completely 
obnoxious and annoying. 
You are probably right. I 
am a little too loud and 
relaxed in class. That is 
just a personality differ-
ence and that does not 
give you any right to judge 
me. I am going to be who 
I am and I am not going 
to change simply because 
you do not approve.
Miley Cyrus says it best, 
“only God can judge ya, 
forget the haters, cause 
somebody loves ya.” 
 People our age will come 
in contact with all types 
of different people with 
clashing personalities 
and priorities. It is not our 
position to judge others. 
We have to accept others 
for who they are.
So do not be that one 
person that thinks they 
are better than everyone 
else. Do not think less of 
someone for doing some-
thing that may or may not 
define their personality. 
 Nobody likes to be judged 
or feel like they cannot be 
themselves. Let people be 
who they are and you do 
the same.
            
            Respond to Olivia at 
       thenews@bgnews.com
olivia Smith
Columnist
“Also, I am not 
perfect. Neither are 
you. Nobody is. So 
do not think you are 
and do not judge 
others ... because 
they do something 
that is not up to 
your ridiculous 
standards.” 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you think President Mazey should do in the next two years?  
“I think she 
should work with 
organizations like the 
collective; in order to 
have a more direct 
tie with the students.”
“Lower my tuition.” “I like what she is 
doing now. I think 
that we are on the 
right path.”
“I think she should 
make it so rather than 
our meal plan expiring 
at the end of the 
semester we should be 




Have your own take on 
today’s People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
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Falcons to take on 
Mavericks at home
Hockey to host Minnesota State Mankato
By Tara Jones
Reporter
The BG women’s basket-
ball team will travel to 
Columbus to participate 
in the Basketball Hall of 
Fame Challenge at Value 
City Arena this weekend.
The Falcons will face 
Marist College Friday at 
5:30 p.m., Old Dominion 
on Saturday at 6 p.m. and 
host Ohio State on Sunday 
at 3:30 p.m.
The Falcons head to 
Columbus with a record 
of 4-0 on the early season.
Marist College enters 
Friday’s matchup 0-3 
on the year, with losses 
coming to Kentucky at 
home, and Albany and 
Princeton on the road. 
Marist has had a great 
deal of success in the 
Metro Atlantic Athletic 
Conference, winning 10 
consecutive MAAC reg-
ular-season champion-
ships and eight-straight 
league tournament titles 
under head coach Brian 
Giorgis. Marist brings 
back 11 letterwinners, 
including four starters, 
from last year’s team 
that went 26-7 overall 
and 18-0 in the MAAC. 
Last year’s squad also 
advanced to the NCAA 
Championships for the 
eighth consecutive year. 
The Red Foxes have a 1-0 
advantage in the overall 
series with the Falcons. 
The only match between 
the two came in 2009 
where Marist won 70-65.
Saturday is the first-
ever contest between 
the Falcons and Old 
Dominion for women’s 
basketball. The Lady 
Monarchs are 2-1 overall 
heading into Columbus 
and will face Ohio State 
on Friday in the challenge 
prior to their game with 
BG the next day. ODU has 
played all home games 
thus far, and clinched 
See HOCKEY | Page 6
By Corey Krupa 
Reporter
T he BG Men’s Ice 
Hockey Team wil l host 
t he Mi n nesota State 
Mavericks t his Fr iday 
and Saturday night at the 
Ice Arena. 
These two teams last 
played each other on Nov. 
eight and nine when the 
Falcons won 4-3 in the first 
game and lost 1-0 in the 
last game at Minnesota 
State University. The 
Mavericks have a 4-1-1 
record all-time against 
the Falcons.
BG comes into the 
series with a record of 
5-4-3 overall, 3-2-1 in 
WCHA conference play 
and the Mavericks cur-
rently hold a 4-6-0 over-
all record,  with a 2-2-0 
WCHA conference record. 
The Falcons will return 
to their home ice this 
weekend after being on 
the road for two consecu-
tive weeks. The Falcons 
are currently unbeaten at 
the BGSU Ice Arena this 
season, holding a 4-0-1 
record. The last time BG 
went unbeaten in their 
first six games at home in 
a season was 1995-96.
These two teams will 
take the ice against each 
other for the second time 
in three weeks, and the 
last time these teams will 
meet in the regular sea-
son. 
Sophomore goalten-
der Tommy Burke saved 
28 shots Friday night 
and helped the Falcons 
earn a 3-3 tie against No. 
14-ranked Ferris State 
University. Burke remains 
unbeaten on the season 
with a 3-0-3 record in six 
games. Burke has a .912 
save percentage and a 2.24 
GAA for the season.
BG held a two goal 
lead late in both games 
last weekend against 
14th ranked Ferris State 
University. However, the 
Bulldogs erased both 
Falcon leads, includ-
ing three goals in the 
third period on Saturday 
night to win 4-2. The loss 
Saturday night was the 
Falcons first defeat of the 
season after holding a lead 
through two periods.
“We need to play with 
more purpose, we need 
to play much more poise 
and much more focus,” 
BG coach Chris Bergeron 
said. “We’ve got the inten-
sity and the compete 
level down, but our lack 
of poise, our lack of focus 
and our lack of purpose 
Women’s basketball to participate in Hall of Fame Challenge
Falcons to compete against Marist College, Old Dominion University, Ohio State University
See BBALL | Page 6
Steven W. echard | THE BG NEWS
JiLLiAn HALFHiLL dribbles the ball past a defender against Niagara University on Nov. 15. The Falcons are 4-0 since the start of the season.
By Alex Krempasky
Sports Editor
The BG football team is 
traveling to Ypsilanti, Mich., 
to take on the Eastern 
Michigan University Eagles 
Saturday. 
The plan is to keep its 
Mid-American Conference 
Championship destiny in its 
own hands.
The Falcons are coming 
off a 49-0 victory against 
the Ohio University Bobcats 
on Nov. 12, which took the 
Bobcats out of the MAC 
eastern divisional race. 
The Falcons need to defeat 
Eastern Michigan and 
next week’s opponent, the 
University of Buffalo Bulls 
on Nov. 24. 
“We’ve had a lot of long 
breaks,” head coach Dave 
Clawson said. “This is our 
third extended-game week. 
I think our guys are looking 
forward to get up there and 
play a game.” 
Eastern Michigan has had 
a rough 2013 season. The 
Eagles began the first half of 
the year 1-5 with a 34-24 win 
against Howard University in 
the first game of the season, 
then lost the next five games 
to Penn State University, 
Rutgers University, Ball 
State University, Buffalo and 
the United States Military 
Academy. 
The Eagles’ season took 
a dark turn when wide 
receiver Demarius Reed was 
found murdered on Oct. 18, 
a day before the team’s game 
against Ohio.
Eastern Michigan lost 
to Ohio 56-28 and then 
lost to then-ranked No. 22 
Northern Illinois University, 
59-20, on Oct. 26 and the 
University of Toledo, 55-16, 
on Nov. 2. Following the loss 
against Toledo, head coach 
Ron English was fired. 
Since then Eastern 
Michigan University has a 
1-0 record with a 35-32 over-
time win over the Western 
Michigan University 
Broncos.
BG must win this game 
and the following game 
against Buffalo to make 
the MAC Championship in 
Detroit Dec. 6. 
Northern Illinois clinched 
the West Division title for 
the fourth-consecutive year. 
The Huskies have won the 
MAC Championship the past 
two years and was defeat-
ed by the Miami University 
RedHawks in 2010. 
If BG makes it to the cham-
pionship, it will be the first 
time in 10 years that it has 
done so. The Falcons lost the 
MAC Championship game at 
Doyt L. Perry Stadium in 2003 
against Ben Roethlisberger 
and the No. 14-ranked 
Miami RedHawks.
“We know we need to 
win this game just to have 
momentum into the next 
game,” defensive lineman 
Dominic Flewellyn said. “We 
need to win this game for us. 
We know the implications 
for the next [game] but we 
just focus on this week.”
The Falcons and the 
Eagles will kickoff at 1 p.m. 
and will be broadcasted on 
ESPN3 for those who cannot 
attend the game in Ypsilanti. 
Follow @BGNewsSports for 
live updates from Rynearson 
Stadium on Saturday.
FALCON EYE onthe PRIZE
Matt Johnson
Quarterback 
- 2,308 passing yards
- 230.8 passing yards per game
- 2,487 total offensive yards
Travis Greene
Running Back 
- 1,167 net rushing yards
- 116.7 rushing yards per game
- 6.1 yards per rush
Ryan Burbrink 
- 367 receiving yards
- 36.7 receiving yards per game
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 




THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
We are getting to the end, 
and the Alex’s are tied for 
first. Check back every 
week to see our editors 
picks.
Just two more games to get to 
Detroit.





BG 49, EMU 0
There’s a college called Eastern 
Michigan?
BG 50, EMU 0
Go Falcons!
BG 43, EMU 16
Indiana
vs. No. 3 Ohio State
I don’t care what people say about 
the strength of schedule, OSU is 
pretty good and Urban Meyer is a 
product of BG.
OSU 56, Indiana 0
Big Ten sucks!
OSU 69, Indiana 0
OSU’s schedule is pathetic. I 
don’t even care to watch them 
destroy teams anymore.
OSU 90, Indiana 2
I may get a job there after 
college.
OSU 69, Indiana 0
No. 19 Wisconsin
vs. No. 25 Minnesota
Wisconsin -16.5
I love to see Minnesota win 
because Jerry Kill is a great 
coach but I think Wisconsin 
will win this one.
Wisconsin 24, Minnesota 18
The Big Ten still sucks!
Wisconsin 14, Minnesota 12
You gotta be cheesin’ me.
Wisconsin 25, Minnesota 23
It could happen?
Minnesota 33, Wisconsin 33 
California
vs. No. 9 Stanford
East Bay > Silicon Valley ... 
But Cal is hella bad this year.
Stanford 44, Cal 14
Stanford is about to go off after 
that loss last week.
Stanford 42, Cal 14
Can it be wrestling season now?
Stanford 75, Cal 20
I really just want to move there 
one day.
Cal 78, Stanford 67
No. 17 Arizona State
vs. No. 14 UCLA
Arizona State -2.5
I’m going, going, back, back, to 
Cali, Cali.
UCLA 31, Arizona State 21
The Sun Devils really aren’t that 
good, at least I don’t think.
UCLA 24, Arizona State 21
Hopefully I can pull ahead in the 
pickems with this.
 
Arizona State 32, UCLA 28
They’re ranked higher, so Arizona 
obviously is better.
Arizona State 54, UCLA 45
No. 4 Baylor
vs. No. 10 Oklahoma
Baylor -10
Sic ‘Em Bears!
Baylor 52, Oklahoma State 38
Oklahoma State couldn’t win this 
game if Marcus Smart was on the 
field.
Baylor 52, Oklahoma State 28
Corn.
Baylor 10, Oklahoma State 5
I have family there.
Oklahoma State 66, Baylor 43







BGSU: QB Matt Johnson 18-39, 299 yards, 1 TD, 1 INT
EMU: RB Tyler Benz, 114-32, 165 yards, 2 TD
This week’s top performers:
9-27-3







The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG’s season on EA Sports’ 
  NCAA ‘14 video game. Before each game, we’ll post the results.
REAL RECORD VIRTUAL RECORD
3
wins over Delaware 
State and Radford and 
lost to Virginia Tech. Old 
Dominion welcomed 
back nine letterwinners, 
including four starters, 
from a 2012-13 edition 
that finished 19-12 overall 
and 10-8 in the Colonial 
Athletic Association. This 
year, ODU is a member of 
Conference USA.
Ohio State enters the 
weekend with a 3-1 record 
on the year so far. OSU 
defeated West Virginia on 
the road to open the season, 
claimed two home wins 
over Florida Atlantic and 
VCU, and dropped a 53-49 
loss at Georgia on Sunday 
(Nov. 17).  The Buckeyes 
face ODU on Friday and 
Marist on Saturday prior 
to their matchup with the 
Falcons on Sunday. Ohio 
State returns 11 letterwin-
ners, including three start-
ers, from last year’s team 
that went 18-13 overall and 
7-9 in the Big Ten. OSU 
leads the series 14-1 over 
the Falcons, with the last 
matchup coming in 2009 
where the Buckeyes won 
91-72. BG’s only victory in 
the series came in 1975 
with a 56-50 win over the 
Buckeyes.
Head coach Jennifer Roos 
said it is “a great honor” to 
be invited to such a “presti-
gious tournament.” 
She added that she 
knows this weekend’s 
games will be a tough 
stretch, facing teams with 
a great deal of post-sea-
son experience as well as 
“unbelievable traditions” 
in their programs. 
“There’s no better anal-
ogy than ‘March Madness 
in November,’” Roos said. 
“It will be a March feeling 
in November.”
Following their trip to 
Columbus, the Falcons will 
face Monmouth on Sunday, 
Dec. 1 in Springfield, Mass. 
Sunday’s game is a continu-
ation of the Basketball Hall 
of Fame Challenge. The 
game will begin at 10 a.m.
BBALL
 From Page 5
with what we’re doing 
when we’ve had the lead 
the last couple games, has 
been blatantly obvious.” 
Freshman for ward 
Kevin Dufour scored his 
first collegiate goal of 
his career in Saturday 
night’s loss. He now has 
four points on the year 
and currently is second 
in points among fresh-
man behind Pierre-Luc 
Mercier.
BG continued its special 
teams scoring drought 
over the weekend. The 
Falcons have failed to 
score a goal on the power 
play for the fifth consecu-
tive series. The Falcons 
went 0 for 9 last week-
end and have not scored 
a power play goal in their 
last 23 chances.
The Falcons ended the 
month of October with an 
overall record of 2-2-2 and 
improved their opening 
month record from last 
season’s 1-4-2 record in 
the opening month.
The Falcons return 
home for the first time 
in three weeks to take on 
WCHA conference oppo-
nent Minnesota State 
University at the BGSU 
Ice Arena this Friday 
and Saturday night. Both 
games start at 7:07 p.m.
StEvEn W. EChArd | THE BG NEWS
PIERRE-LUC MERCIER passes the puck to a teammate earlier in the season against Alaska Anchorage.
HOCKEY
 From Page 5
@BGNewsSports
nano
 From Page 1
She said the music 
library in Jerome is the 
perfect space because 
they recently got new 
furniture, a large writing 
station and 48 outlets for 
laptops.
“W hat we’re doing 
is encouraging people 
to come in and write,” 
Tousey said.
Jeanne Berry has been 
faci l itat ing the cit y 
write-ins at Grounds for 
Thought as the black 
swamp region’s unoffi-
cial liaison for Bowling 
Green. 
Berry is also working 
alongside Boyd on her 
third novel.
“It helps to go to write-
ins because your friends 
are there for support,” she 
said.
Boyd has “won” this 
yea r by meeting her 
word count w rit ing a 
story she said has been 
in her head since high 
school.
“I’m more of the f ly-by-
t he -s e at- of-y ou r-pa nt s 
type,” she said. “I started 
out with a general idea, 
but my characters have 
taken me in different 
directions than even I 
planned.”
Both Boyd and Berry 
have the same advice to 
give to students interest-
ing in starting a novel: 
just start writing.
“Just throw everything 
on the page and purge 
all of your ideas,” Berry 
said. “It will take time 
later to polish, but real-




Tonight the Air Force and 
Army ROTC will uphold a 
tradition that’s been host-
ed at the University for 64 
years, and in the military 
for longer than that.
Brandon Werling is the 
Air Force cadet in charge 
of planning this year’s 
military ball.
“It’s a joint annual mili-
tary ball with Air Force 
ROTC and Army ROTC,” 
he said.
Though the Air Force 
is hosting the event this 
year, Werling has set up 
a planning committee 
made up of cadets from 
both branches of the 
military.
Cadets could think of 
this event as preparation 
for all of the formal and 
semi-formal events they 
will attend after gradua-
tion, he said.
“It is a tradition and 
we’re going to be doing 
things like this when 
we’re on active duty,” 
Werling said.
Typically the ball con-
sists of a guest speaker 
and awards given, but 
each year the focus is a 
little different. The theme 
of this year’s ball is “creat-
ing an effective unit.”
Werling said that this 
year’s speaker, Stephan 
Rogers, wil l have a lot 
of perspective on this 
because he has experi-
ence going from enlist-
ed, to an off icer, to a 
civilian.
Rogers’ speech will 
focus on the importance 
of working together.
“On active duty the 
Army and Air Force have 
to work together as a 
cohesive unit,” Werling 
said.
Junior Jordan Sanderson 
is also looking forward 
to the speaker, a part of 
the ball which he said 
has been good in years 
passed.
“We always have distin-
guished guests,” he said. 
“In the past we’ve had the 
president [of the University] 
and the provost.”
The ball is “standard 
formal dining etiquette.”
“It’s very formal, but still 
a lot fun,” Sanderson said.
Werling said that the Air 
Force cadets had a brief-
ing on etiquette during 
one of their labs.
Sanderson said the 
ball is also a nice way to 
reflect on all the accom-
plishments made during 
the year when awards are 
given.
The ball is one of the 
only times during the year 
that Army and Air Force 
cadets interact, an oppor-
tunity that many are look-
ing forward to.
“Its nice to get to know 
Air Force cadets,” said 
Lisa Wendal, a junior 
Army cadet.
Wendal said that the 
ball is a nice way to create 
camaraderie, a sentiment 
that Sanderson thinks is 
also important.
“It’s a good way to 
meet people and uphold 
a militar y tradit ion,” 
Sanderson said.
Werling has a special 
reason for looking for-
ward to the ball because 
he was so involved in the 
planning.
“I’ve been working on 
this since summer and it’s 
been stressful,” he said. 
“But once I see it come 
together, and everything 
work out, it will all be 
worth it.”
Air Force ROTC to host annual 
military ball Friday with Army
Event to help cadets prepare for active duty, encourages interaction between branches
CAMPUS
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By Jodi Abazoski
Reporter
Many employers say they 
look for “well-rounded” 
people when hiring, but 
the meaning of that word is 
not always clear.
For most programs at 
the University, produc-
ing a well-rounded stu-
dent means providing a 
quantifying course dur-
ing the senior year, often 
with a hands-on compo-
nent. These courses may 
be called a capstone, but 
depending on the depart-
ment it could be a thesis 
paper or internship, said 
Sue Houston, vice provost 
for academic affairs. 
“I’m sure that all of the 
majors have a culminating 
course,” Houston said. “For 
students going into busi-
ness that can mean one 
thing, for students going 
into grad school, that could 
mean another thing.”
Houston said many 
employers look for things 
like communication skills 
and critical thinking skills, 
all of which can be gained 
through “real-world” expe-
rience.
The University has no 
standard requirement to 
provide a capstone, she 
said, because each disci-
pline is so different.
“It should really be up to 
the department whether or 
not to require a capstone,” 
she said.
Senior and graphic 
design major, Brandon 
Stammen has been work-
ing on his senior project 
since this past spring.
Stammen’s project sums 
up many smaller proj-
ects he’s worked on and 
focuses on exploring his 
own dreams. The fine arts 
department calls its cap-
stone a senior thesis. 
“I think it helps a lot to 
be able to create some-
thing you’re interested 
in,” Stammen said. “[My 
project] is also something 
that I could draw on my 
future work.”
Construction manage-
ment may seem like a 
totally different discipline 
than fine arts, but there 
are similar goals between 
the two when preparing 
seniors to finish their 
education.
Construction man-
agement students have 
to complete a capstone 
project that puts them in 
charge of an entire proj-
ect with a group, includ-
ing doing all scheduling 
and estimates, said Travis 
Chapin, chair of the con-
struction management 
department.
Students in Chapin’s 
department also are required 
to complete three intern-
ships throughout their time 
at the University, he said.
“The capstone course 
is putting it all together,” 
he said.
Hands-on experience offered desirable to 
employers, wraps up degree programs
Capstone courses create 
opportunity for students 
to prepare for career
MaZEY
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Mazey outlines 10 
Keys to Success at the 
State of the University 
address
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MAZEY 
MILESTONES
A timeline of notable events during the first 
2 and 1/2 years of 11th University president
recreation center renova-
tions and improving the 
qualifications of incoming 
students.
“I’ve seen her do some pret-
ty amazing things,” said Alex 
Solis, Undergraduate Student 
Government president. “She 
makes the decision that’s 
best for the University, no 
matter what.”
Solis has worked with 
Mazey for the past few years, 
as this is his second term as 
USG president. 
“She really relies on her 
chief officer of each division 
to run their division and 
that’s great,” Solis said. 
Mazey may rely on the offi-
cers to run divisions, but she 
knows she has to make deci-
sions as well, she said.
“I think to do a good job 
here, I can’t have it all fil-
tered,” she said. “I under-
stand the position of presi-
dent and that difficult deci-
sions have to be made ... I 
have a different perspective 
and only one goal, and that’s 
to build BGSU. I have to have 
a great understanding of 
BGSU to build it.”
To obtain a better under-
standing of the University, 
Mazey said she “hit the 
ground listening” when she 
started in 2011 and spoke to 
the dean of each college.
“[I needed to] get a feel for 
the culture and where the 
University is now,” she said. 
Part of Mazey’s desire 
to “hit the ground listen-
ing” came from the pro-
cess of being chosen as the 
University president. She 
mentioned one student in 
particular who influenced 
her during the interview pro-
cess, Emily Ancinec.
Ancinec was a junior in 
USG on the search com-
mittee and Mazey said she 
expressed discontent about 
the University when she met 
Mazey.
“The campus seemed to be 
divided,” Mazey said.
Ancinec expressed her dis-
content because she thought 
“there was kind of a sense 
of apathy, and we needed a 
change,” she said.
Ancinec thought Mazey 
could help cause that change, 
and ultimately, she thinks 
she has begun to bring it.
Ancinec worked with 
Mazey as USG president dur-
ing the 2011 to 2012 academic 
year and said when she grad-
uated that spring, there was 
a “shift.”
“It took a while,” she said. 
“After a while you could tell 
there was a change happen-
ing ... I felt like she got it, that 
students were the focal point, 
that it wasn’t just a business. I 
appreciated that she still took 
time to talk to students.”
Ancinec said she really 
liked Mazey and felt there 
was an open channel of com-
munication with her, like 
there wasn’t with the 10th 
University President, Carol 
Cartwright, who served from 
2008 to 2011. 
“Looking back at it, Dr. 
Cartwright had to be all busi-
ness focused, given where we 
were at ... with the financial 
crisis,” Ancinec said.
Gary Hess, retired 
University history professor 
and author of “Bowling Green 
State University, 1910-2010,” 
said Cartwright was more 
of a “caretaker” president 
and unlike other University 
presidents, she didn’t have a 
vision for the University. 
“The overall emphasis 
of the University tends to 
change with each University 
president,” he said.
Mazey changed the pre-
vious University vision to 
“build on our past strength,” 
she said.
“The strategic plan looks 
outward to building part-
nerships, it gives us a broad-
er mission, vision and reach 
than the former one did,” 
she said.
She added parts to the 
vision about diversity and 
inclusion, graduate educa-
tion, community partner-
ships and innovation, she 
said.
With the next few years of 
her five year contract, Mazey 
wants to focus on academic 
buildings, new greek hous-
ing, opening the recreation 
center, recruiting more adult 
students and increasing 
the quality of the freshman 
classes, Mazey said.
“I think it will continue 
to change, I think change is 
good for us all,” Mazey said. 
David Jackson, president of 
the Faculty Association and 
professor of political science, 
shares Mazey’s optimism 
about change, but said there 
hasn’t been any improve-
ment since the faculty con-
tract was negotiated. 
“Education can only 
become so efficient before 
it stops becoming educa-
tion and starts becoming 
the University of Phoenix ... 
I think real universities have 
small classes with competent 
professors,” Jackson said. 
“I’m not really sure what the 
vision is now.”
Jackson said he sees “bits 
and pieces of a vision” but not 
“how it will be implemented.”
“I think she has these lit-
tle pieces of a vision which 
are not thought through,” 
Jackson said. 
Jackson does count the fac-
ulty contract as an achieve-
ment during Mazey’s term.
“In my view, it took a lot 
longer than it had to,” he said. 
Mazey said there is a lot to 
celebrate on campus.
“There’s something unique 
about BG ... I think it comes 
from living on campus the 
first two years,” she said. “[We 
have] a culture that cares 
about the students, I want to 
build on that.”
WHaT Do YoU THInK?
Tweet #Mazey at @The_
BG_News and let us know 
what you think the president’s 
biggest accomplishment has 
been.
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 1  Vitamin in liver
 2  Coop up in a coop
 3  Substance in acid tests
 4  Process start
 5  Earthquake consequence
 6  Gave a buzz
 7  Curved pieces
 8  It may be  
corkscrew-shaped
 9  90 degrees
10 It takes time to settle them
11 Ta-ta, to texters
12 Cheer competitor
13 Genealogically-based  
patriotic org.
21 Andean native
22 Medical office closing?
25 __ on the back
26 Manny who ranks  









36 Le Carré spy  
Leamas
37 Fits to __
41 Cinches
42 Ruminants with racks
43 Oberon's queen
44 Cabinet dept.






56 Period with limits
57 Bolivia's La __
58 Minute Maid brand
59 GP's gp.
 1  "Little House on the Prairie" 
merchant __ Oleson
 5  Bit of trickery
 9  Genoan chiefs of old
14 Part of many co. names
15 Poet Teasdale
16 Far beyond the norm
17 See 36-Down
18 Reunion nicknames
19 Award for John le Carré
20 Sloppily kept tents?
23 Tropical rainforest critter
24 Pacific coast desert
28 Top-selling 1980s  
game console
29 Key of Brahms's  
Piano Sonata No. 1
32 Pill bug or gribble
33 Low clouds on an  
East Asian island?
35 Genesis wife
38 Prior to, to Prior
39 Louisiane, e.g.
40 Conditions of kids' shoes,  
too often?
45 "A Sentimental Journey 




50 Locks without keys
52 Cooking surface
54 Recover from a setback, and a 
hint to 20-, 33- and 40-Across
57 "Why Can't I?" singer Liz
60 "I'll say!"
61 Language written right to left






67 London flat, perhaps
The Daily Crossword FixThe Daily Cr sword Fix
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Quality Service, Quality Housing
319 E. Wooster Street |  Across from Taco Bell 
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
319 E. WOOSTER ST.              BOWLING GREEN
419-354-2260
n Great selection of  
 Houses & Apartments
n Complete Rental Listing 
 available on-line and  
 in Rental Office
Successfully Serving  
BGSU Students for 35 Years.
Voted Best Real Estate Office in Wood County
Check Us Out 
On Facebook!
F O R  R E N T
Great Selection n Close to Campus n Great Prices
	  
	   	   	   	  
	   	  
1045 N. Main Street, Bowling Green
419.353.5800
www.meccabg.com | info@meccabg.com
Live alone or with roommates • Rent could start as low as $216/month plus utilities • Stop in to see pictures or schedule a showing
on all 3, 2 & 1 Bdrms 
until Dec. 20, 2013
Houses - 3 Bdrms - 2 Bdrms - 1 Bdrms - studios
2014 - 2015 School Year
5% 
Discount
one person will win 
free rent for the school year!
Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune / 3 columns [4.892”]  by 2” deep
See our complete menu at www.sambs.com
419.353.2277 
 1 +2 BR 
Apartments Available 
  Minutes from BGSU 
  Pet Friendly Community 
  Utilities Included 
  Semester Leases 




FREE CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
NOW AVAILABLE!
DON JOHN R 
(12:10)*  (3:05)   6:55   9:50 DON 
JOHN R 
(12:10)*  (3:05)   6:55   9:50 GRAV-
ITY 3D PG-13
(2:35)  (5:00)  7:20  9:40
DELIVERY MAN PG-13 
(12:00) (2:30) (5:00) 7:30 10:00
THOR: THE DARK WORLD 3D PG-13
(12:15) 7:10
FRI 11/22 - MON 11/25
FREE BIRDS 3D PG-13
(2:25)
®
D I R E C T O R Y
#164
Typeset using Helvetica (Neue or Regular)  
Black, Bold or other comparable heavy font 
- 6-8pt - whichever fits best. If there’s extra 
space, font size may be increased. Titles 
should be bolder than show- times. Please 
only use “” for pass restricted films 
(contact theatre or visit our website to see 
which films are restricted).
Please do not update anything other than 
showtimes. Contact the corporate office if 
changes are requested. 
 = "u" in ITC Zapf Dingbats.
Market: BOWLING GREEN
Publication: University Newspaper
Runs: FRIDAY AND MONDAY ONLY
Date last updated: SEPTEMBER 23, 2012
Special instructions:
Size: 1 x 2.25”
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Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY 
CLOSE [PG13]
1200 130 300 430 600 725 900 1030
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13] 
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG] 
210 505 740 1020
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS: 
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
®
Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#
Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
®
Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#
Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
®
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#164
Typeset using Helvetica (Neue or Regular)  
Black, Bold or other comparable heavy font 
- 6-8pt - whichever fits best. If there’s extra 
space, font size may be increased. Titles 
should be bolder than show- times. Please 
only use “” for pass restricted films 
(contact theatre or visit our website to see 
which films are restricted).
Please do not update anything other than 
showtimes. Contact the corporate office if 
changes are requested. 
 = "u" in ITC Zapf Dingbats.
Market: BOWLING GREEN
Publication: University Newsp per
Runs: FRIDAY AND MONDAY ONLY
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Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 
EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY 
CLOSE [PG13]
1200 130 300 430 600 725 900 1030
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13] 
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG] 
210 505 740 1020
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS: 
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
®
Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#
Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
®
Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#
Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
( )= Matinee Showtime   
THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE PG-13
(12:05) (1:15) (3:30) (5:05) 7:00 8:30 
9:45
JACKASS PRESENTS: BAD GRANDPA R
7:15 9:35
FREE BIRDS (Digital) PG
(12:10) (4:50)




12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com
HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2014-2015 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064.
www.froboserentals.com
HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2014-2015 leases.
Call 419-352-5882.
For Rent
*2014-2015 s.y. NOW renting,
1030, 930, 926 E. Wooster St.
6 BR s over 3 allowed, also more.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
*Avail now and 1st of year,
1 & 2 BR apts, low as $350/mo.
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325
3BR house, 836A Third St, newer
kitchen & bath, avail Aug 15, 14.
3 rm effic & 1 rm effic, furn,
shared bath, 120 1/2 E. Reed St.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info.
PT Director of Youth Ministry,
20hrs/wk. Send resume & letter of
application, postmarked by 12/7,
to: First Christian Church
875 Haskins Rd.
Bowling Green, OH  43402
Attn:  Personnel
or fccadmin@bgfcc.org
Seeking nanny / tutor for 10yr old,
flex with class sched, ref req.
Call 419-308-7811 for more info.
Help Wanted
Enjoy working with children?
We have P/T and sub positions
available to fit your schedule at
our professional child care center
near Levis Commons.
Send resume to: Floaters,
6450 Weatherfield Ct.
Maumee, Ohio 43537.
Kidzwatch - Sylvania location now
hiring FT & PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net
PT babysitter needed for children
6 & under, early childhood major
or prior preschool/daycare exp
pref.  Call Beth at 419-409-0567.
The BG News will not knowingly accept 
advertisements that discriminate, or 
encourage discrimination against any 
individual or group on the basis of race, 
sex, color, creed, religion, national ori-
gin, sexual orientation, disability, status 
as a veteran, or on the basis of any other 
legally protected status.




was like “Aw [no] I’m wear-
ing pigtails.” How do you 
be “Yes, I’m authoritative! 
I’m a mean art teacher” in 
pigtails?
Q: How did you start 
teaching at the Art 
Institute of Chicago?
A: In some ways, you 
need the blind optimism of 
“I just tried.” I [had] ended 
up emailing the chair of the 
department saying “Hi, you 
should get to know me, let’s 
make an appointment.” 
And that was it! Not “I need-
ed a job.” You should get to 
know me, I do fibers, can 
we meet sometime because 
that would be great. I mean 
I don’t know why this 
woman showed up, but she 
showed up and I was so ter-
rified. She’s such an amaz-
ing artist, I have so much 
respect for her. “Why am I 
here, who are you, and what 
are we doing here?” And I 
was just like “Aw, ah, here’s 
my art!” And then by luck of 
the draw they were looking 
for somebody to teach com-
puter programming and art 
and fibers and I could do 
that. So it just happened to 
work out. 
Q: And what’s real-
ly the worst that can 
happen? You don’t 
get a job? 
A: Yeah, and a lot of those 
times people will remem-
ber you in the future. “Oh 
yeah I met this person, 
maybe you need this per-
son.” And I try to do that 
as an artist too. I think it’s 
really important to give 
back after you get some-
thing, like some karmic 
return. It just makes sense; 
I enjoy that connection, 
that conversation.
Read the full interview 
at tawilkes.wordpress.
com, and see more about 
Browder’s work with the 
podcast “Bad at Sports,” her 
conversation about gradu-
ate schools and some of her 
own work as an artist.
COLUMN
 From Page 3
people to know about them.” 
Even though both advan-
tages and disadvantages exist 
with social media, the set-
backs to it are not causing the 
entire phenomenon to disap-
pear anytime soon.
However, the idea of a pos-
sible decline in Facebook 
has been discussed for quite 
some time, even with the 
millions of users that the 
site has generated through-
out time.
Chao said the decline 
is “not surprising because 
everyone who wants it is 
already using it” and “every-
one is competing.” He said 
that Facebook was originally 
targeted toward college stu-
dents. However, Facebook 
has changed this by welcom-
ing a wider group of ages 
since its initial launch.
“They’re not as concerned 
about age anymore,” Chao 
said. “They’re more con-
cerned about business.”
Social media has changed 
the way that our society flows 
in multiple ways, both effec-
tively and ineffectively. Based 
off of this, social network 
usage can only increase from 
here or evolve into something 
even more advanced as time 
goes by and as technology 
and the need for social media 
increases.
Sociology professor Susan 
Brown sees many benefits to 
social media such as its abil-
ity to keep people connected 
and to handle social situa-
tions such as breakups in a 
“less threatening” manner. 
She said it also decreases 
people’s ability to commu-
nicate with other people in 
person as opposed to online.
“Young people are spend-
ing so much time on their 
devices,” Brown said. “It 
causes them to engage in 
bad behavior.”
Brown sees how Facebook 
can be slowly declining due 
to the increased develop-
ment of social networks such 
as Twitter and Instagram 
throughout the years.
However, she also sees 
disadvantages with social 
media, especially in the 
manner that it tends to 
change social interactions 
among others.
Schultz said social media 
can give out too much infor-
mation about a person.
“I don’t have any 
secrets,” he said. “But I 
don’t need people to know 
my business.”
SOCIAL
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